More-than-Human
Data Interactions in
the Smart City
Probe Packs

Introduction
About the research project
There are many different ways data is collected about people,
services and resources in our cities. Some of this data helps
organisations make key decisions about the ecological health of
urban spaces. Much of this data is managed by local authorities
or environmental organisations and not always available to
local communities seeking to improve their neighbourhoods
with a diverse range of species. Data collection technologies
and sharing strategies have also been designed with a focus on
human behaviours and interactions. We’d like to explore what it
means to design for data interactions beyond a human-centered
perspective and imagine other ways data could be collected,
repurposed and interacted with to support diverse forms of life
and support more sustainable, inclusive, just and diverse cities.
Who is involved?
The project is a collaboration between researchers at City,
University of London, Goldsmiths University, Warwick University,
Newcastle University, and the London School of Economics, and
project partners the Roving Microscope and Cordwainers Grow,
and includes: Andy Boucher, Dean Brown, Hari Byles, Rachel
Clarke, Ellie Doney, Bill Gaver, Sara Heitlinger, Naho Matsuda,
Debbie Mitchener, Jen Molinera, Liliana Ovalle, Kate Poland,
Alison Powell, Andy Sheen, Alex Taylor, Melissa Thompson,
Cagatay Turkay and Mike Vanis. It is funded through an EPSRC
Human Data Interactions Network Plus grant.
More information will be available at a project webiste:
mothcities.uk

About the probe-pack
This workbook is designed to help us explore More Than Human
cities together. It includes a number of ‘probe tasks’ that pose
questions or suggest activities; we hope these will spur new ideas
and perspectives both while doing them and when considering
the results later. The probes are organised into four thematic
sections:
• empathy explores how we might become more aware of
non-humans and their experiences of the city
• politics questions how non-humans might take more active
roles in governance
• services and infrastructure considers how new systems might
benefit non-human urban dwellers
• data considers how ‘big data’ might be be used on behalf of
non-humans — or by non-humans themselves
At the beginning of each section, we include a number of design
proposals that suggest how these themes might play out in the
future. They range from ideas we could develop now to wildly
impractical flights of fancy — but they are not to be developed or
dismissed. Instead, their role is to open a space for new thinking
about More Than Human cities, and to set the scene for the
probe tasks.
We hope you will enjoy!

Empathy
How can we help ourselves, and others, better
appreciate the non-humans who share our
cities?
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From Micro to Macro
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The smallest of biological activity is presented to the city on the
biggest screens available. Every Sunday at 8pm we encounter a live
link up between Piccadilly Circus and the Roving Microscope club
in Bethnal Green. Images could be complemented by related datasets. The smallest of biological activity is presented to the city on the biggest screens

available. Every Sunday at 8pm we encounter a live link up between Piccadilly Circus and
the Roving Microscope club in Bethnal Green. Images could be complemented by related
data-sets.
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New Units

units to refer to and describe your environment.

Create new units based on animals size, sound, smell and
weight. Now use these units to refer to and describe your
environment.
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Still nature, as seen by other species

including birds, fish and bees, can see a
world invisible to us humans. Scientists and
photographers have recreated imagery of
nature as seen by other species using filters

and digital media. What would a William
Morris flower pattern look like to a bee?
Or water lilies by Monet? As a workshop
activity, people can be presented with
reinterpretations of famous portraits of
nature or can be asked to do versions of
their own.
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Humans have understood and portrayed nature from an anthropocentric perspective.
However, our perception is limited by our senses. Many species sensible to UV light,
including birds, fish and bees, can see a world invisible to us humans. Scientists
and photographers have recreated imagery of nature as seen by other species using
filters and digital media. What would a William Morris flower pattern look like to a
bee? Or water lilies by Monet? As a workshop activity, people can be presented with
reinterpretations of famous portraits of nature or can be asked to do versions of their
own.
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Microbe - Horoscope
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Best of both words. The Micro-Horoscope inverts the marco of
atstrology and finds it in the micro of micro organisms. It
combines the magic of astrology and subverts the emperical
past of a microscope as a tool. The Micro-Horoscope makes
predictions about your Micro-Zodiac.

Best of both words. The MicroHoroscope inverts the macro of
astrology and finds it in the micro
of micro organisms. It combines
the magic of astrology and
subverts the empirical past of a
microscope as a tool. The MicroHoroscope makes predictions
about your Micro-Zodiac, telling
you the future of your soil.

Empathy
Probe Tasks

Cut-out habitats

Cut out the images and photograph them outdoors where you would expect – or like – to
find them.

Fox Rumors

Japanese foxes have paranormal abilities
and can shapeshift into humans. UK foxes
seem to be suffering from a bad reputation
and general dislike from humans.
A fox rumor unit (toned down version of

WW2 psychological warfare methods) might
be able to bring foxes back to the forefront
of our favourite non-humans. The fox rumor
unit will disseminate heroic deeds and fox
skills via various governmental bodies.

Politics
How might non-humans be more actively
represented in our politics?

What about
snail rights?

Listen to Moondog (over and over) and think about why nobody
seems to care about all the snails crushed against the tarmac.
https://spoti. /3t3qDpq

Non-Human Members of
Parliament

What about snail rights?
Listen to Moondog (over and over) and think about why nobody
seems to care about all the snails crushed against the tarmac.
https://spoti.fi/3t3qDpq

Non-Human Members of Parliament

Each borough in London (or in any other
city) could have its own nonhuman local MP.
The NHMP would be elected by humans and
work closely alongside the human MP. They
would be emblematic symbols and subjects

of debate as to which species deserved
representation in a particular area. When
viewed collectively they would embody the
broad non-human constituents that reside
within London.

Each borough in London (or in any other city) could have its own nonhuman local MP. The NHMP would be elected by humans and work closely
alongside the human MP. They would be emblematic symbols and subjects
of debate as to which species deserved representation in a particular
area. When viewed collectively they would embody the broad non-human
constituents that reside within London.

Politics
Probe Tasks

Non-human News!

e task:
e alternative animal-centred
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Write alternative animal-centred headlines for real news stories.

Conversations
Conversations

Write a short conversation between the two objects.

Write a short conversation between the two objects.

THE DAILY CHIRP

Regent’s Canal Downfall - How Google Stole Our Reserve
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed
diam nonummy nibh euismod
tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna
aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
enim ad minim veniam, quis
nostrud exerci tation ullamcorper
suscipit lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex
ea commodo consequat. Duis
autem vel eum

Services and
infrastructure
What sorts of products and services might be
developed to benefit non-humans?

Night corridors
Light pollution has an impact on nocturnal
migrant birds. Excessive artificial light can
disorient them and cause fatal collisions.
Smart lighting technologies can create dark
corridors in urban areas by dimming down the
lights in routes connecting parks and green
areas during migration season. Birds and
other species could enjoy the darkness and
humans living in the corridor might be able to
see the stars.

Signposting Routes for Nonhumans

Regular aerial view

Aerial view of night corridors

How can we help nonhumans find
through-routes in fragmented urban
greenspaces? Could scent, sound
or food be used as signposts?

Driverless Hedgehog Bus
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A network of autonomous vehicles could pick-up stray hedgehogs, taking them from
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Proposed rules for sharing the city:
1. Animals get outdoor spaces.
2. Humans get indoor spaces.

In large wildlife preserves like the Kruger, it is
unsafe for people to wander freely. The land
belongs to the animals and we can only visit.
In ciCes like Toronto, the harsh winter weather has
led to an indoor network of skyways and tunnels
that allows people to traverse the city without
going outdoors.
If we genuinely want to share ciCes with animals as
our equals, we could build on this logic by choice
rather than necessity.

Services &
Infrastructure
Probe Tasks
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Customise miniature traffic signs and
Sign posting for
arrange them in green areas or domestic
non-humans
spaces to reflect existing behaviours of
animals, from insects to pets. Alternatively,
Sign
posting
for non-humans - Traffic rules
- Traffic
rules

use the signs to suggest new rules for nonhuman transit flows. Toothpicks can be used
as stands for the signs. Photograph
the results.
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A probe task where people can customise miniature traffic
signs that can be arranged in green areas or domestic spaces
to reflect exisiting behaviours of animals, from insects to pets,
or alternatively suggest new rules for non-human transit flows.
Toothpicks can be used as stands for the signs.

Sign posting for non-humans Cut out and customise the signs and arrange them in green areas or
domestic spaces to reflect existing behaviours of animals, from insects
- Traffic
rulesfor non-humans - Traffic
Sign posting
to rules
pets. Photograph the results.

Sign posting for non-humans
- Traffic
rules
Sign
posting
for non-humans - Wayfinding

Cut out and customise the signs and photograph them in appropriate
outdoor locations. Feel free to make your own!
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Data
‘Big data’ is currently collected to benefit
corporations and governments. How could
it benefit non-humans, either indirectly or
directly?

Human health vs
non-human health

Human health vs non-human health

Humans often fail to recognise the symbiotic
relationship between their own health and
the health of the ecosystem. By forcing local
authorities to collect and share data on the
non-human life under their stewardship,

Humans often fail to recognise the symbiotic relationship between their own health and
the health of the ecosystem. By forcing local authorities to collect and share data on the
non-human life under their stewardship, direct local comparisons can be drawn between
public health and the health of the environment, promoting both reflection and identifying
previous unseen links.

direct local comparisons can be drawn
between public health and the health of
the environment, promoting reflection and
revealing previously unseen links.

Crowdmapping for
guerrilla gardeners

Urban gardens are a significant component
of urban green infrastructure in the cities
but their contribution to the eco-system is
not easy to quantify or manage. A crowdsourced map where people can feed the
location of neglected green areas in private
Crowdmapping for guerrilla gardeners
gardens can inform guerrilla gardeners on
Urban gardens are a significant component of urban green infrastructure
in the cities but their contribution to the eco-system is not easy to
quantify or manage. A crowd-sourced map where people can feed the
location of neglected green areas in private gardens can inform guerrilla
gardeners on potential targets. The information can be submitted
anonymously by neighbours that spy over the fence. Long reach seed
bombs will be deployed by the guerrilla groups to support biodiversity
and surprise people with colourful wild flowers.

Seed bomb
Neglected green areas

VS

potential targets. The information can be
submitted anonymously by neighbours that
spy over the fence. Long reach seed bombs
will be deployed by the guerrilla groups to
support biodiversity and surprise people
with colourful wild flowers.

Noise cancelling habitats
for noisy hotspots
Noise cancelling habitats for noisy hotspots

Humans are extremely adept at creating
technologies to counter the side-e ects
of other human-made machines and
infrastructure. Noise-cancelling technology

is one such example and one that humans
keep to themselves. Noise-cancelling habitats
could be created in noise pollution hot spots
for the wellbeing of non-humans too.

Signalling
Non-humans

Humans are extremely adept at creating technologies to counter the side-effects of other
human-made machines and infrastructure. Noise-cancelling technology is one such
example and one that humans keep to themselves. Noise-cancelling habitats could be
created in noise pollution hot spots for the wellbeing of non-humans too.

Signalling Nonhumans
How can you communicate to nonhumans
that they should act on data?

aversive signalling (easy)
noise, movement, lights, barriers etc.
e.g. scarecrows

a7rac8ve signalling (harder)
Inculpable Killing Machines by Stuart Penny and
Gianni Tozzi absolved humans of guilt for killing
nonhumans by including symbolic warnings of
danger. This poses the quesDon: how can we
send signals to nonhumans more eﬀecDvely?

food, pheromones, learned signals
e.g. dog whistles

Data-driven
go/no-go areas

Choice Cut Finder for Foxes

Patterns of Amazon purchases reveal nonhuman-friendly
and unfriendly areas in the city.

Experian Mosaic’s consumer classi cation
system provides intelligence on the income,
lifestyle and behaviour of every household in
the UK and beyond. This data may be used
to help decide where to build a new branch
Choice Cut Finder for Foxes
of Waitrose
orthe
for
the ideal location for a new
Experian Mosaic's consumer classification system provides
intelligence on
income,

Data-driven go/no-go areas

lifestyle and behaviour of every household in the UK and beyond. This data may be used to
help decide where to build a new branch of Waitrose or for the ideal location for a new
branch of Ladbrokes. Also, baked into this information are the food shopping habits of
consumers. Imagine if foxes could somehow also use the data to locate the choicest cuts,
likely to be deposited straight to compost bin as it nears the 'use-by date'.

Pa1erns of Amazon purchases
reveal nonhuman-friendly and
unfriendly areas in the city.

branch of Ladbrokes. Also, baked into this
information are the food shopping habits of
consumers. Imagine if foxes could somehow
also use the data to locate the choicest cuts,
likely to be deposited straight to compost bin
as it nears the ‘use-by date’.

Data
Probe Tasks

Big Kerbside Compostwatch

Record in a notepad the loca6on and extent of looted bins
and compost containers you come upon. Speculate about
which humans and nonhumans might be involved.

Big Kerbside Compostwatch

Probe Task: Combine data sources with clients to invent your own data-driven services.
Data Source

Client

Service

Amazon
Census
data.police.uk

Realtime traffic data used to signal when
it’s safe for foxes to cross roads

FixMyStreet
Google Maps
Mosaic — Experian
Planning Datamap
www.streetlightdata.com
Twitter
Weather Underground
?

Record the loca6on and extent of looted bins and compost containers you come upon. Speculate
about which humans and nonhumans might be involved.

?

?

